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Dear participants of the Sodium Battery Symposium (SBS-3), dear colleagues and friends, 

 

It is my pleasure to welcome you in Berlin for the 3rd Na Battery Symposium. Currently we see a 

rapidly growing interest in sodium-ion batteries that is fueled by press releases of several companies 

around the world on using the technology for stationary energy storage and electric vehicles. 

After events in Jena (SBS-1, 2018) and Dresden (SBS-2, 2021 online), this third symposium is 

organized as an in-person meeting while also allowing few online participants that could not make it 

to Berlin. Overall, around 140 participants registered. 21 presentations will be given by renown 

speakers from Europe, China and Japan on the following topics: 

 

• Electrodes and liquid electrolytes for Na-ion batteries  

• Electrodes and electrolytes for Na solid-state batteries  

• Intermediate and high temperature Na batteries 

• Towards commercialization 

 

In addition, 40 posters will be presented. I wish us all a nice meeting with great discussions, 

networking and fun! Thanks to everyone who helped with getting the organization done! 
 

 

 
 

Berlin, September 2022 - Philipp Adelhelm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scientific Committee: 
 

Philipp Adelhelm Humboldt University Berlin & Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany 

Montserrat Galceran  CIC Energigune, Spain 

Stefano Passerini Helmholtz Institute Ulm (HIU), Germany 

Peter Axmann  Zentrum für Solar- und Wasserstoffforschung BW (ZSW), Germany 

Christian Masquelier LRCS Amiens, France  
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Schedule 
Day 1 - Monday, September 26th. Presentations: 22 min + 8 min questions 

Time  Speaker  Affiliation  Title  

08:00   Registration 

Session chair: Philipp Adelhelm 

09:00 Philipp Adelhelm 
Humboldt-University Berlin, 

Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin 
Opening 

09:10 Shinichi Komaba Tokyo University of Science Development of Na-insertable hard carbon as “beyond Li-GIC” 

09:40 Montse Galceran CIC Energigune 
Exploring advances in electrodes materials for Na-ion batteries: Correlation between 

structure and properties 

10:10 Christian Masquelier 
Université de Picardie Jules Verne 

(UPJV) Amiens 
Crystal chemistry of NASICON – type positive electrodes for Na-Ion batteries 

10:40   Coffee break 

Session chair: Montse Galceran 

11:15 Stefano Passerini Helmholtz-Institut Ulm Materials for Na-ion batteries 

11:45 Matteo Bianchini University of Bayreuth 
In situ synthesis as a key tool to develop battery electrode materials for Li and Na-ion 

batteries 

12:15 Payam Kaghazchi Forschungszentrum Jülich Theoretical Study of Layered Cathode Materials for Na-ion Batteries 

12:45   Lunch break on campus – self paid 

Session chair: Christian Masquelier 

14:15 Jürgen Janek Justus-Liebig-University Giessen The Sodium Metal Anode in Solid-State Batteries 

14:45 Wolfgang Zeier University of Münster 
On trying to understand the intricacies of structure – transport correlations in sodium 

solid ionic conductors 

15:15 Franziska Klein 
Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical 

Technology 

Current activities in sodium-based next generation battery energy storage systems at 

Fraunhofer ICT 

15:45   Coffee break 

Session chair: Montse Galceran 

16:30 Teo Rojo University of the Basque Country A critical evaluation of layered oxide cathode materials for sodium-ion batteries. 

17:00 Rezan Demir Cakan Gebze Technical University 
Development of Room Temperature Na-S and Na-Se Batteries: What Lessons Learned 

from Li-S Chemistry? 

From 18:00    Poster session, drinks and BBQ  
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Day 2 - Tuesday, September 27th. Presentations: 22 min + 8 min questions 

Time Speaker Affiliation Title 

Session chair: Stefano Passerini 

08:30 Patrik Johansson Chalmers University All-organic aqueous Na-ion energy storage devices 

09:00 Magda Titirici Imperial College London Fundamental insights and optimization of hard carbon anodes for Na-ion batteries 

09:30 Peter Axmann 
Zentrum für Solar- und 

Wasserstoffforschung ZSW 

From material development to SIB full cells - a summary on the BMBFProject 

Transition" 

10:00 Yongsheng Hu 
HiNa Battery, Institute of 

Physics, Chin. Academ. of Sci. 
Demonstration of 1 MWh Na-Ion Batteries for Energy Storage – digital 

10:40   Coffee break 

Session chair: Magdalena Titirici 

11:15 Ivana Hasa Warwick University 
Prussian White cathode for sodium-ion batteries: from material properties to upscaled 

cell prototypes. 

11:45 Matthieu Morcrette TIAMAT TIAMAT: From academic research to proof of concept and commercialization. 

12:15 Florian Doetz BASF SE 
Why NAS batteries really stand a chance against the full weight of the lithium ion 

front 

12:45   Lunch break on campus – self paid 

Session chair: Rezan Demir Cakan 

14:15 Reza Younesi Uppsala University / Altris Na-ion batteries: from academic research to commercialization 

14:45 Meike Heinz EMPA, Switzerland Current developments in sodium metal-chloride (ZEBRA) batteries 

15:15 Matthias Schulz Fraunhofer IKTS, Hermsdorf 
Advanced sodium metal battery concepts by using ceramic electrolytes, alternative 

cathodes and cell concepts. 

15:45 Philipp Adelhelm 
Humboldt-University Berlin / 

Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin 
Concluding remarks 

From 

16:00 
  

Optional site visits 

• BESSY synchrotron (only pre-registered until Sept 20) or 

• labs of research group Adelhelm. Please register with  

Francesco.piccolo@hu-berlin.de 
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Key locations 
 

 

The symposium will take place at Humboldt-University Berlin in Berlin-Adlershof, one of Germany’s largest 

high-technology locations. Adlershof is a hub for many scientific institutions including the Berlin synchrotron 

facility BESSY II (Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin) and several institutes of Humboldt University Berlin. The 

location can be conveniently reached by public transport (15 min to BER airport, 25 min central Berlin). 

 

 

The conference venue is the Erwin Schrödinger Center (Humboldt-Universität, Rudower Chaussee 26, 12489 

Berlin, Germany) 
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Lunch locations 
 

Dinner and coffee breaks are included, but lunches are not. There are, however, several lunch places close by! 

See map below. 

 

 
 
 

Just by the venue there is are two lunch restaurants close by: 

Esswirtschaft: https://www.esswirtschaft.de/wochenkarte/wochenkarte.html 

I DUE AMICI: https://idueamici.berlin/speisekarte/ 

A short walk away is a Korean restaurant: www.mani-mogo.com/menu 

And even further away an Asian Buffet: 

Mr Wu: https://www.mrwu.info/ 

There are also several other restaurants and coffee shops close:  

https://www.adlershof.de/gastronomie-speiseplaene/menues/ 

 

  

http://www.mani-mogo.com/menu
https://www.adlershof.de/gastronomie-speiseplaene/menues/
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List of speakers 
 

 

 
CHRISTIAN MASQUELIER 

Université de Picardie Jules Verne (UPJV) Amiens 

Crystal chemistry of NASICON – type positive electrodes for Na-Ion batteries 

Christian Masquelier is Professor of Chemistry at LRCS Laboratory in Université de Picardie Jules Verne, 

France. He has been working for ~30 years on the crystal solid electrolytes and positive electrode materials 

for Li-ion and Na-ion batteries, in particular on operando X-ray or neutron diffraction of phosphate-containing 

positive electrodes. He is the co-author of ~170 publications and 15 international patents in this field. He is 

presently co-Director of the ALISTORE European Research Institute and head of MESC+ “Materials for 

Energy Storage and Conversion”, an ERASMUS MUNDUS European Joint Master Degree. Since 2020, he 

is the Coordinator of the European Marie Curie PhD-COFUND project DESTINY which trains 50 PhD 

students in Europe on advanced batteries. 

 

 

 

 
FLORIAN DOETZ 

BASF New Business 

BASF: Why NAS batteries really stand a chance against the full weight of the lithium ion front 

Florian Dötz is Head of Technology Energy at BASF New Business and leads the joint NAS battery project 

between BASF and NGK. Trained as an organic/polymer chemist, he spent more than 10 years in research on 

Organic Electronics in the US, Germany and Asia before moving into energy related technologies as energy 

transport, conversion and storage. His current focus is stationary energy storage based on the NAS technology 

aiming at increased market penetration of NAS in industrial applications. 
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FRANZISKA KLEIN 

Fraunhofer Institut für Chemische Technologie ICT 

Current activities in sodium-based next generation battery energy storage systems at Fraunhofer ICT 

 

Franziska Klein is a researcher at Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology ICT in Pfinztal and she is the 

Group Leader of the Batteries group in the Department of Applied Electrochemistry. Her main interests are 

materials research on next generation battery energy storage systems (i.e. Na and Li all-solid-state batteries 

and Na/iodine stationary middle temperature systems), battery safety tests (including operando gas analysis 

and thermal measurements), as well as developments for battery cell production, and battery data analysis and 

data management (industry 4.0). 

 

 

 

 
IVANA HASA 

University of Warwick 

Prussian White cathode for sodium-ion batteries: from material properties to upscaled cell prototypes 

 

Ivana Hasa is Assistant Professor of Electrochemical Materials in WMG at the University of Warwick (UK). 

Over the last ten years she gained broad experience in electrochemical energy storage systems during her 

appointments at Sapienza University of Rome (Italy), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (California, 

USA) and at the Helmholtz Institute Ulm (Germany). Her research activities are directed towards the 

understanding of the processes governing sodium-ion batteries and the development and scale up of new 

battery chemistries from concept to full proven cell prototypes. 
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JÜRGEN JANEK 

Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen 

The Sodium Metal Anode in Solid-State Batteries 

 

Jürgen Janek is professor for physical chemistry at Justus-Liebig-University in Gießen/Germany, director of 

the Center for Materials Research and scientific director of the BELLA laboratory at KIT/Germany. He 

coordinates the German BMBF cluster of competence for solid state batteries and is member of the excellence 

cluster “Post-Lithium Storage” (POLIS) at Karlsruhe/Ulm. He is member of the Leopoldina and holds an 

honorary doctorate at TU Delft for his work in energy storage. His is an expert in electrochemistry and Solid 

state ionics. His main research interests are electrode phenomena, transport in solid electrolytes and mixed 

conductors as well as solid state reactions. His battery activities include research on lithium ion batteries as 

well as post-lithium cells and solid-state batteries. One of his long-term interest is the kinetics of parent metal 

electrodes on solid electrolytes. 

 

 

 
MAGDA TITIRICI 

Imperial College London 

Fundamental insights and optimization of hard carbon anodes for Na-ion batteries 

Magda Titirici is a Prof. of Sustainable Energy Materials in the Department of Chemical Engineering at 

Imperial College London and a RAEng Chair in Emerging Technologies. Her research is on developing 

sustainable materials for energy storage and conversion technologies including battery chemistries beyond Li-

ion as well as single and dual atom sites electrocatalysts for different reactions such as Oxygen Reduction 

Reaction or Biomass Electrooxidation. She serves as the president elect of the Materials Chemistry Division 

within the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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MATHIEU MORCRETTE 

Laboratoire de Réactivité et Chimie des Solides 

TIAMAT: From academic research to proof of concept and commercialization. 

Mathieu Morcrette is a research engineer at the CNRS and is currently the director of the Laboratoire de 

Réactivité et Chimie des Solides (UPJV, UMR CNRS 7314). Mathieu Morcrette’s research is devoted to 

materials of today’s Li-ion batteries, but also to the new generation of electrochemical energy storage systems 

such as Na-ion, Li/S or Solid State Technologies, through ANR or European projects (Helios, Eurolion, 

Eurolis, Helis, Naima, Psionic). He also coordinates the activities of the pre-transfer units (Upscalling 

Materials, 18650 battery prototyping) of the RS2E (Réseau sur le stockage électrochimique de l’énergie) 

strongly involved in the development of the RS2E funded Tiamat company on Na-ion. He is the author of 125 

publications and 7 patents. 

 

 

 
MATTEO BIANCHINI 

Universität Bayreuth 

In situ synthesis as a key tool to develop battery electrode materials for Li and Na-ion batteries 

Matteo Bianchini obtained his Ph.D. in France (2015) with Prof. Masquelier (LRCS, Amiens), Dr. Croguennec 

(ICMCB, Bordeaux), and Dr. Suard (ILL, Grenoble) for operando diffraction studies on battery electrode 

materials. He was then a postdoctoral fellow in the group of Prof. Ceder (LBNL, Berkeley) and at the Battery 

and Electrochemistry Laboratory BELLA (KIT, Karlsruhe), under the supervision of Prof. Janek and Dr. 

Brezesinski. He later joined BASF and was lab team leader for BELLA, where the team focused on Ni-rich 

cathode active materials and solid-state batteries. From 09/2021, Matteo is full professor at the University of 

Bayreuth. He holds the chair of Inorganic Active Materials for Electrochemical Energy Storage and is 

associated with the Bavarian Center for Battery Technology BayBatt. His group investigates electrode 

materials for Li-ion and Na-ion batteries, solid-state electrolytes, and develops methods for in situ structural 

characterization. 
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MATTHIAS SCHULZ 

Fraunhofer IKTS 

Advanced sodium metal battery concepts by using ceramic electrolytes, alternative cathodes and cell 

concepts. 

 

Matthias Schulz is senior scientist and group manager at Fraunhofer IKTS. Its team is engaged in the 

development of sodium batteries with special focus on ceramic solid electrolytes, high temperature sodium 

batteries and new concepts for sodium-based cell chemistries. Starting from fundamental material science and 

electrochemistry the team is pushing sodium battery technology to close to industry solutions. 

 

 

 

 
MEIKE HEINZ 

Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology 

Current developments in sodium metal-chloride (ZEBRA) batteries 

 

Meike Heinz is staff scientist at Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology. At 

the laboratory Materials for Energy Conversion, she leads projects on high-temperature and alkali-metal-

anode batteries since 2016. Her current research focuses on device integration of ceramic Na-β”-alumina 

electrolytes, as well as on understanding the governing electrochemical processes in sodium-metal chloride 

batteries. Previously, she worked in the fields of solid oxide fuel cells, solid oxide electrolysis, and alkaline 

electrolysis. 
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MONTSE GALCERAN 

CIC energiGUNE 

Exploring advances in electrodes materials for Na-ion batteries: Correlation between structure and properties 

 

Montse Galceran Mestres leads the research line manager of Sodium-ion batteries at CIC energiGUNE. Her 

research focuses on understanding and developing new, low-cost, and sustainable electrode materials for the 

next generation of intercalation systems for energy storage. By seeking to understand material properties 

through multi-technique approaches, she combines material development with wide range of characterisations 

techniques in order to achieve application-targeted tailored optimisation. 

 

 

 

 
PATRIK JOHANSSON 

Chalmers University of Technology 

All-organic aqueous Na-ion energy storage devices 

 

Patrik Johansson is Full Professor in Physics at Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, where he leads 

a group of ca. 10 PhD students and postdocs, as well as being co-director of ALISTORE-ERI and vice-director 

of the Graphene Flagship. By combining a multitude of computational and experimental approaches at the 

molecular level he continuously aims to develop a wide variety of new improved battery concepts. He has 

published close to 200 papers. 
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PAYAM KAGHAZCHI 

Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH 

Theoretical Study of Layered Cathode Materials for Na-ion Batteries 

Payam Kaghazchi is the leader of modeling team at the institute of IEK-1 in the Jülich Research Centre in 

Germany and an associate professor at University of Twente in the Netherlands. His research has focused on 

developing and applying quantum-mechanics-based computational approaches to simulate and design 

materials for energy storage and conversion systems. 

  

 
PETER AXMANN 

ZSW Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research 

From material development to SIB full cells ‐ a summary on the BMBF‐Project “Transition" 

Peter Axmann is Material Scientist at the Centre for Solar-Energy and Hydrogen Research (ZSW) in Ulm. He 

is responsible for the materials development team and his research activities cover the field of new sustainable 

cathode active materials for high-energy storage systems, with a focus on particle design and scale-up.  
  

 
REZA YOUNESI 

Uppsala University 

ALTRIS: Na-Ion batteries: from academic research to commercialization 
  

Reza Younesi is an associate professor in solid state electrochemistry at Department of Chemistry-Ångström 

Laboratory, Uppsala University, Sweden, and one of the founders of Altris AB company in Sweden. He leads 

a research group on interfacial reaction in rechargeable batteries and materials development for sodium-ion & 

lithium-ion batteries. 
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REZAN DEMIR CAKAN 

Gebze Technical University 

Development of Room Temperature Na-S and Na-Se Batteries: What Lessons Learned from Li-S 

Chemistry? 
  

Rezan Demir-Cakan is an Associate Professor at the Chemical Engineering Department of Gebze Technical 

University (GTU) in Turkey. She received her PhD at the Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces 

(Germany, 2009), then pursued post-doctoral work at the University of Picardie Jules Verne (France, 2009-

2012). Since 2012 she has been leading the battery research laboratory at GTU. Her current research focuses 

on the synthesis of nanostructured energy materials and their application in the field of rechargeable batteries. 

 

 
SHINICHI KOMABA 

Tokyo University of Science 

 Development of Na-insertable hard carbon as “beyond Li-GIC”  
  

Shinichi Komaba is a professor in the department of applied chemistry at Tokyo University of Science. His 

current research focuses on materials science for applications in Li-, Na-, and K-ion batteries, biofuel cells, 

capacitors, and sensors. He was selected as one of Highly Cited Researchers in 2019, 2020, and 2021. 

 

 
STEFANO PASSERINI 

Karlsruher Institut für Technologie 

Materials for Na-ion batteries 
  

Stefano Passerini is Professor at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Helmholtz Institute Ulm. His research 

activities are focused on electrochemical energy storage with special focus on improving the sustainability of 

high‐energy batteries. 
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TEÓFILO ROJO 

University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU 

A critical evaluation of layered oxide cathode materials for sodium-ion batteries. 

Teófilo Rojo has been Full Professor of Inorganic Chemistry at the University of the Basque Country (UPV-

EHU) since 1992. His research is focused on Energy Storage Systems (batteries and supercapacitors). From 

2010 to 2020, he has been the Scientific Director of the CIC energiGUNE. He was awarded with the National 

Prize in Inorganic Chemistry by the RSEQ in 2013. He was appointed as an Academic Member of the Royal 

Spanish Academy of Exacts, Physical and Natural Sciences in 2015. He was a Member of the Executive 

Committee of the Division of Solid-State Chemistry and Materials (DSSMC) from EuCheMS (2014-2016) 

and in 2016, he was appointed as a Member of the Chemistry and Energy of EuCheMS (European Chemical 

Science). 

 

 

 

 
WOLFGANG ZEIER 

Westfälische Wilhelms Universität Münster 

On trying to understand the intricacies of structure – transport correlations in sodium solid ionic conductors 

Wolfgang Zeier received his doctorate in Inorganic Chemistry in 2013 from the University of Mainz. After 

postdoctoral stays at the University of Southern California, the California Institute of Technology, and 

Northwestern University, he was appointed group leader at the University of Giessen, within the framework 

of an Emmy-Noether research group. Since 2020 he holds a professorship for Inorganic Chemistry at the 

University of Münster. In addition, he heads a department at the Helmholtz-Institute Münster, Ionics in Energy 

Storage. His research interests encompass the fundamental structure-to-property relationships in solids, with 

a focus on thermoelectric and ion-conducting materials, as well as solid-solid interfacial chemistry for all-

solid-state batteries. 
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YONG-SHENG HU 

Chinese Academy of Sciences / HiNa Battery 

HiNa Battery: Demonstration of 1 MWh Na-Ion Batteries for Energy Storage (digital contribution) 

 

Yong-Sheng Hu is a full professor at the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. He received his 

Ph.D. in Condensed Matter Physics from IoP-CAS with Prof. Liquan Chen in 2004, and then moved to Max 

Planck Institute for Solid State Research as Postdoc and Principal researcher. After a short stay at the 

University of California at Santa Barbara, he joined IoP-CAS in 2008 and is working on advanced materials 

for long-life stationary batteries and their energy storage mechanism, particularly focusing on Na based 

batteries. His recent original contributions include: discover the electroactivity of Cu2+/Cu3+ redox couple in 

sodium containing oxides and design a series of Na-Cu-Fe-Mn-M-O cathode materials for Na-ion batteries; 

propose a superior low-cost amorphous carbon made from anthracite as an anode and develop amorphous 

carbon with over 400 mAh/g for Na-ion batteries; design zero-strain anode materials for Na-ion batteries; 

propose the use of  “cationic potential” to predict the O and P stacking structures; propose a “Solvent-in-Salt” 

(high concentrated) electrolyte; etc. He has published over 200 internationally refereed SCI publications 

including Science、Nature Energy、Nature Mater.、Joule、Nature Commun.、Science Adv.、etc, which 

have been cited over 30000 times according to ISI web of science with an H-index of 95. He was selected as 

a Thomson Reuters Highly Cited Researchers from 2014 to 2021. He became the senior Editor of ACS Energy 

Letters from October of 2018. He also received several awards and honors, such as The National Science Fund 

for Distinguished Young Scholars, The 14th China Youth Science and Technology Award, Tajima Prize, 

Fellow of The Institute of Physics (UK), Fellow of The Royal Society of Chemistry, etc. 
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Abstracts 

 

Deconvolution of the impedance response for the co-intercalation of sodium in graphite  

 
Knut Arne Janßen1, Guillermo A. Ferrero1, Gustav Avall1,Winni Schwedland1 ,Youhyun Son1, Philipp 

Adelhelm1,2 
1Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Institute of Chemistry, Berlin 
2Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie, Berlin 

The so-called "co-intercalation" process, where the charge-carrying ions are intercalated with the solvation 

shell, comes with various favourable features such as high reversibility, high coulombic efficiency and 

especially an excellent rate capability – caused by the absence of the desolvation step.[1,2] The material 

behaviour of this system has already been thoroughly investigated for different carbonaceous electrodes (e.g., 

graphite, hard carbon) with x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and dilatometry by 

this group in the past.  

By doing supportive electrochemical measurements (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)) we aim 

to deconvolute the contributions of several frequency-dependent features of this system to the outstanding 

performance measured.  

The evaluation of the impedance spectroscopy results was done utilizing a transmission line model (TLM). 

The application of a TLM is especially suited to describe the behaviour of porous electrodes. 

By varying the amount of film building additives, an artificial resistive film could be established leading to 

various, concentration-dependent, impedance responses. 

To gain further information about the co-intercalation process with underlying SEI growth, we introduce a 

novel cell setup by combining an electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) with reliable 

impedance measurements utilizing a µ-reference electrode. 
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Influences on electrochemical performance of hard carbon in sodium-ion half-cells 

 

Cedric Müller, Anna Smith 

Institute for Applied Materials, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 

Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany 

e-mail-address: cedric.mueller@kit.edu 

 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) are the current state of the art energy storage technology. However, to tackle the 

steady increasing demand for clean but also sustainable energy, other cell chemistries are gaining significant 

importance. Sodium-ion batteries (SIB) are considered to be a drop-in technology that can benefit from the 

knowledge about processing of LIBs and its existing manufacturing structures. 

Within the cluster of excellence named “Post Lithium Storage” (POLiS) sustainable alternatives to lithium as 

the charge carrier like sodium, magnesium, calcium, aluminum and chloride ions are being investigated. The 

cluster is composed of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Ulm University with the associated partners 

University of Gießen and Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research Baden-Württemberg (ZSW). 

For direct comparison of materials, a sodium-ion reference cell and a common test procedure will be 

developed. Also, the formation process and degradation will be investigated to obtain deeper understanding 

of the sodium ion cell chemistry. Here, the anode electrode with a loading of 2 mAh/cm² of the reference cell, 

that is based on commercially available hard carbon, was investigated via three electrode cell measurements. 

Further, electrolyte degradation in presence of elemental sodium was studied. The results depict the 

importance of proper measurement conditions for correct capacity measurements of hard carbon in half-cells. 

Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) under Germany’s 

Excellence Strategy – EXC 2154. 
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Solvent co-intercalation for sodium-ion batteries 

 
Gustav Åvall1, Guillermo Alvarez Ferrero1, Knut Arne Janßen1, Youhyun Son1, Philipp Adelhelm1,2 

 

1 Institut für Chemie, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Brook-Taylor-Str. 2, 12489 Berlin, Germany 

2 Joint Research Group Operando Battery Analysis, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Hahn-Meltner-Platz 1, 

14109 Berlin, GermanyAdresses 

 

In 2014 it was shown that graphite had a far greater capacity to reversibly store sodium-ions than what was 

previously known. This, however, can only occur through an electrochemical solvent co-intercalation reaction, 

whereby the sodium-ion is intercalated along with solvent molecules – specifically linear ethers [1]. Since 

then, several studies have revealed many facets of these reactions, but the subject remains unexplored, and 

several basic questions have received quite conflicting answers – Especially conflicting reports on the 

existence, or non-existence, of the SEI [2][3]. Here we purport to summarize our research activity on 

electrochemical solvent co-intercalation phenomena for sodium-ion batteries, ranging from fundamental 

questions such as how to detect solvent co-intercalation, to the nature of the electrochemical reaction – 

including the stoichiometry of the reaction(s) and the great kinetics of these systems – to our research into the 

SEI. Finally, we present our results on full cells, and a new type of battery – the solvent co-intercalation battery 

(CoIB) [4] – where both the positive and negative electrode operate by a co-intercalation reaction, Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. A Co-Intercalation Battery (CoIB), where both the anode and cathode, here graphite and TiS2, operate by a 

co-intercalation mechanism. 
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Novel ZnO-Templated Nanoporous Hard Carbons for High-Capacity Sodium-Ion 

Batteries 

 

Daisuke Igarashi, Tokyo University of Science 

 

 

Novel hard carbons (HCs) for negative electrode materials for Na-ion batteries (NIBs) were synthesized via 

newly developed zinc oxide (ZnO)-template technique. The HCs showed high capacity exceeding 400 

mAh/g, low working potential, and high initial Coulombic efficiency (ca. 90 %) in Na-half cells. A NIB full 

cell composed of a layered oxide cathode and a novel HC anode exhibited a high energy density above 300 

Wh/kg, which is comparable to the LIB consisting of LiFePO4 and graphite.  
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Na-ion battery Sn-C anodes derived from plastic waste: interface stabilisation, 

composition and long-term performance 
 

Maria Crespo, Heather Au, Magda Titirici.  

Imperial College London, Chemical Engineering Department, SW7 2AZ, UK. 

 

The persistence of plastic, even for the more sustainable biodegradable alternatives, is a global challenge that 

requires urgent action. However, 40 years after the recycling symbol was launched, only a marginal number 

of plastics are recycled, normally into single-life lower-value secondary products. Plastic recycling must 

become an integral part of our society and, as such, the development of environmentally friendly strategies to 

convert plastic waste into value-added materials is of crucial importance. Amongst all plastics, PET 

(polyethylene terephthalate) is discarded at the highest rate and contributes to 7.5% of the global plastic waste. 

This linear usage implies that the intrinsic materials energy, the synthesis and manufacturing investment, is 

completely lost. Here we propose a more efficient, environmentally-friendly and economically-intelligent 

treatment of plastic waste: a mild autogenic carbonisation process (700 o C) in the presence of high-capacity 

Group IV elements, such as tin (Sn), to produce upcycled carbon-Sn composite anodes for the next-generation 

of fast-charging Na-ion batteries (NIBs). The microstructure of our Sn-C composite anodes has been designed 

and optimised to maximise their performance and durability. We have ensured electrical connectivity even 

upon the repeated and large volumetric expansion that the alloying process (to form Na15Sn4 ) generates. 

Additionally, the evolution of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) is analysed in an etherbased solvent, with 

and without fluorine-containing additives and salts. While the presence of a fluorine-containing salt appears 

to have a determining role in the SEI stability, the electrochemical decomposition of carbonate-based solvents 

can generate unwanted interfacial resistance that is eventually detrimental for the long-term stability. In 

contrast, F-containing additives enable the cyclability of our Sn-C composite anodes in the ether-based 

electrolyte for more than 200 cycles without performance fading (490 mAh g-1 at 137.8 mA g-1 and 200 mAh 

g-1 at 2756 mA g-1) and a similar performance stability is observed for Li-ion. 
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Maximizing specific capacity of nutty hard carbon:  

Impact of treatment conditions on structural and electrochemical properties. 

Nardana Bazybek, Maksat Maratov, Aishuak Konarov* 
 

Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering, School of Engineering and Digital Sciences, 

Nazarbayev University, Kabanbay Batyr Ave. 53, Nur-Sultan, 010000, Kazakhstan 

E-mail:aishuak.konarov@nu.edu.kz 

 

Hard carbon (HC) is considered the most attractive negative electrode material for sodium-ion batteries due 

to its low cost, good cycle life, and reversible capacity. However, practical full cell application of HC 

remains an important challenge, mostly because of the low capacity and initial coulombic efficiency (ICE). 

To overcome these issues, we optimized the preparation process by increasing the graphitization degree and 

investigating the effect of the pre-treatment conditions. A high graphitization degree was achieved by 

increasing carbonization temperature; simultaneously, a strong correlation was observed between the pre-

oxidation with structural properties and electrochemical performance. Structural characterization illustrated 

that HC with large domain size, low surface area, and porosity was obtained, leading to an improved specific 

capacity. The prepared electrode delivered a high reversible capacity of 360 mAh g-1 with good capacity 

retention in a Na cell. Additionally, this study elucidated that the pre-oxidation increased the C=O bond to 

enhance the adsorption capacity of sodium ions, and optimizing ramping rate can further improve the 

specific capacity. 
 

Figure1: The electrochemical performance and structural characterization of obtained hard carbon. 
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Bottom-up Mechanochemical Synthesis of SnxSb1-x Nanoparticles for Sodium-ion 

Batteries 

 
Tamino Bosse, Katherine A. Mazzio, Philipp Adelhelm 

 

Alloying anodes have emerged as promising materials for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs), due to the high storage 

capacities and favorable redox potentials. These alloying reactions proceed via a series of structural evolutions 

during charge/discharge that involves redox chemistry resulting in distinct solid-state reactions.1 However due 

to the structural changes, during the charge and discharge reactions, these materials suffer significantly from 

volume expansions. It is critical to understand how these alloying reactions proceed to the final alloying 

products, as this will determine the theoretical capacity in addition to the magnitude of the volume change in 

the system. 

Sn and SnSb alloys have been identified as promising materials for alloying anodes because they offer high 

theoretical capacities of 847 mAhg-1 and 754 mAhg-1, respectively.2 However, alongside their promising 

characteristics, these materials tend to exhibit tremendous volume expansion during sodiation (upwards of 

420%1) which can result in cracking and pulverization of the electrode upon electrochemical cycling. One 

method for resolving the volume change issue is the use of nanostructured materials, whose large surface to 

volume ratios and presence of void space can help accommodate swelling without cracking. This results in 

chemical and mechanical resilience during cycling, which ultimately enhances both the maximum capacity 

and the lifetime of these devices.2 

We have recently developed a new method for the size-controlled synthesis of metal nanoparticles.3 The 

synthesis relies on combining metal halide precursors and borohydride reducing agents, where the chemical 

reaction is driven by mechanical force at room temperature in the solid state. We have recently applied this 

method for the production of SnxSb1-x alloys and targeted different compositions related to different regions 

in the phase diagram in order to determine the impact of composition on the resulting electrochemical 

properties. Because we rely on solid state ball milling for our synthesis method, there is the possibility of 

accessing a greater number of kinetically stabilized phases than you would find with more traditional synthetic 

methods. We hypothesize that we are able to obtain highly defective phases (with high amounts of Sn or Sb 

substitution) during our synthesis and that these defective structures significantly impact the electrochemical 

properties of our SIBs. 
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Electrode expansion of hard carbon – new insights into the storage mechanism of 

sodium and lithium ions with operando electrochemical dilatometry 

 
Ines Escher, Guillermo A. Ferrero, Mustafa Goktas, Philipp Adelhelm 

Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Brook-Taylor Str. 2, 12489 Berlin 

 

Hard carbon materials have become promising electrode materials for sodium-ion batteries due to their redox 

potential close to Na+/Na, a storage capacity, which is typically between 150 – 350 mAh/g and especially low 

cost.[1] Despite many publications on this field, the storage mechanism is still not clarified yet and the typical 

plateau and sloping voltage region is correlated to different possible charge storage mechanisms. By the use 

of electrochemical dilatometry (ECD) a new operando technique is applied to get further insights on the charge 

storage mechanism. Herein the thickness change of the hard carbon electrode is measured in operando during 

electrochemical cycling. The ECD measurements show a different electrode expansion of the hard carbon 

electrode when sodium or lithium ions are stored. The voltage profile for the sodium cell consists of a sloping 

voltage region at higher voltages and a plateau below 0.1 V. However, having a look at the ECD results the 

profile can be divided into three regions: 1) a large thickness expansion during the sloping voltage region, 2) 

a low thickness expansion during the upper plateau voltage region and 3) an increased electrode thickness 

near the cut-off voltage (< 36 mV). This electrode behavior is correlated to an insertion – pore filling – plating 

mechanism. For the storage of lithium ions step 1 and 2 are similar but no plating was visible, therefore an 

insertion – pore filling mechanism is proposed in this case.[2] The different electrode expansions as well as the 

suggested storage mechanisms are presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Differences in the storage mechanism of sodium and lithium ions, determined by operando electrochemical 

dilatometry.[2]   
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Growing research attention has been paid to sodium/sodium ion batteries as potential alternative to lithium-

ion batteries, due to the sodium´s widespread abundance associated with its high availability and low costs. 

Such systems open a pathway for more sustainable and environmentally friendly next-generation energy 

storage technology.[1,2] However, so far the dependence of the electrochemical properties on processes 

occuring at the nanoscale are not well understood, making their optimization challenging. Thus, our studies 

aim to monitor and deeply understand structural changes during electrochemical processes in sodium/sodium 

ion cells. As model system we investigate a novel cell consisting of sodium metal as a counter electrode and 

polymer-derived silicon carbonitride ceramic (SiCN) as a working electrode. Applying 23Na in-situ solid-state 

NMR, changes of the local structural surrounding of the sodium nuclei within the electrodes as well as in the 

electrolyte material (NaPF6) are investigated during the sodiation/desodiation process. To study the sodium 

storage into SiCN, the in-situ investigations are combined with high resolution 23Na ex-situ MAS NMR of the 

sodiated SiCN material after disassembling the cell. Performing 23Na ex-situ MAS NMR measurements at 

spinning frequencies of 20 kHz and 50 kHz and at different magnetic fields, the formation of various sodium 

ion species within the highly disordered SiCN network is identified.[3]  
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In recent years, a lot of interest has arisen towards sodium-ion batteries as a means of replacing lithium-ion 

batteries in large scale devices i.e. energy storage systems and electric vehicles. This has led to an increase in 

research into different battery components, such as electrode materials, electrolytes, and additives, some based 

on those from Li-ion batteries and some that are completely novel.[1] 

 

When it comes to anodes for sodium-ion batteries, alloying materials (compounds based on p-block elements, 

such as Sn, Sb, Ge, P, Si that can enter an alloying reaction with sodium) show great promise due to their high 

theoretical capacity and low average voltage.[2] Among these, Sn-based materials present other advantages, 

such as high availability, relatively low cost, and environmental friendliness.[3] The main drawback of 

alloying anodes is, however, the large volume expansion with subsequent destruction of the electrode integrity 

and loss of cycling stability.[4] As a way to mitigate this, compounds containing Sn along with other metals 

that could provide structural stability, such as Fe, Al, Zn, while remaining inactive during the alloying reaction 

with Na were synthesized. Si was added to the compositions as well in an attempt to improve the capacity. 

Depending on the elements and their ratios, it was possible to achieve stable long-term cycling while also 

delivering a capacity close to the theoretical value for Sn. Investigations into the effects each element has on 

the performance and voltage profile were also conducted. Planetary ball-milling was used for synthesis, as a 

method that is easily scalable and does not require sophisticated equipment and multiple procedure steps. Due 

to the high energy that can be contributed through use of such a method, a connection was also made to the 

concept of high entropy alloys as a possible branch of materials to be used in battery research due to the wide 

range of characteristics that can be achieved. 
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Hard carbon is one of the most promising anode materials for sodium-ion batteries. In this work, new types 

of biomass-derived hard carbons were obtained through a two-step process from different kinds of plant-

derived (Cortaderia selloana “CORT”, Buddleja davidii “BUDD”, rosemary “ROSM”, rose stems “STEM”) 

and agro-industrial (sunflower seed shells “SEED”, coffee grounds “COFF”) residues. The synthesis 

combined pretreatment of the biowaste samples by hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) and a following 

pyrolysis. The morphological analysis of the prepared carbon samples, performed by Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM), indicated that the use of different treatments, such as pyrolysis and HTC modified their 

initial microstructure. The structural features of hard carbon samples were determined using different 

characterization techniques to determine the interlayer spacing of the samples (X-ray diffraction) and the 

degree of disorder in them (Raman spectroscopy). 

 

Electrochemical characterization in half cell vs. metallic sodium showed specific capacity values on the range 

of typical discharge capacities of biowaste-derived hard carbons (~200-450 mA·g-1 at C/15) [1]  for all 

materials, as it can be seen in Figure 1a. Furthermore, electrochemical performance at different cycling rates 

of pyrolyzed and pretreated samples (Figure 1b) indicated that hydrothermal carbonization could improve the 

discharge capacity of biowaste-derived carbons at high rates, which are the closest conditions to real 

applications.  

 

  

 
Figure 1. Cycling performance of the biowaste-derived hard carbons (a) pretreated with HTC and (b) without any kind 

of pretreatment at different current densities. 
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The energy density of hard-carbon anodes could be improved with the addition alloying materials such as Sn 

or Sb.1 However, these alloying reactions cause high volumetric expansion leading to particle cracking and 

continuous electrolyte decomposition.2 In this work, Ga-based alloying anodes have been studied. They 

present the advantage to have self-healing properties due to their liquid state at room temperature. The first 

part of this work was to study the electrochemical sodiation of Ga. It was demonstrated, using a variety of 

characterization technics, that NaGa4 was reversibly formed.3 The second part was the extension of the study 

to low melting temperature alloys from the Ga-In-Sn ternary system. It was shown that the capacity of such 

alloys was limited and that only Ga0.86In0.14 could be considered as a self-healing anode material at room 

temperature. The third and last part of this work was the study of a semi-liquid alloy of composition Ga0.5Sn0.5 

which is expected to have both higher energy density and self-healing properties.        
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Sodium-ion batteries (SIB) have attracted wide interests as a good alternative to Lithium-ion batteries (LIB), 

especially for local energy storage. But different to lithium, sodium can only intercalate into graphite, which 

is the most used anode material for LIBs, in form of co-intercalation in a solvation complex in an ether-based 

solvent.[1] The co-intercalation process is not fully understood yet, therefore, the co-intercalation of sodium 

with different electrolyte solvents was investigated by in-situ Raman. 

 
Figure 1: a) In-situ Raman spectra focused on the G- and D-band of the sodium co-intercalation and deintercalation 

into graphite with the electrolyte 1 M NaOTf in diglyme (2G) b) in-situ Raman and in-situ XRD results shown 

together with the voltage plot during the co-intercalation with 2G. 

 

The received data by in-situ Raman, optical microscopy, and in-situ XRD were combined, and the changes in 

the spectra, images, and patterns were aligned with the co-intercalation and staging process of the ternary 

graphite intercalation complex (t-GIC). Large differences in the co-intercalation mechanism could be observed 

between the linear glymes monoglyme, diglyme, and tetraglyme in comparison to triglyme and the 

intercalation of lithium.  

The in-situ measurements were placed into a reference to evaluate the suitability of the in-situ Raman 

technique for the studies of battery materials and give an insight into the possibilities and hindrances of the 

technique. 
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Li-S batteries exhibit a number of advantages over current state-of-the-art Li-ion battery chemistries, including 

increased specific energy densities and reduced environmental impact. However, their commercialisation is 

hindered by a number of issues including safety challenges and rapid lithium inventory loss. To address these 

challenges, research has focused on electrolyte modification strategies and, more recently, 3D anode host 

structures. These host structures have been shown to effectively control lithium plating and stripping reactions. 

However, little consideration is given to the sustainability of the materials and processing methods used for 

host structure fabrication. Here we propose using free-standing, electro-spun lignin-derived carbon fibres as 

the lithium anode host structure. The processing method, in particular the carbonisation step, has been 

optimised to maximise cycling performance. Our carbon fibres carbonised at 850°C have an average 

coulombic efficiency of 98.8% over 80 cycles in the half cell configuration, demonstrating low lithium 

inventory loss. In addition, these fibres promote cycling stability and inhibit dendrite formation. In detail, 

lithium plated carbon fibres carbonised at 850°C have a low and stable voltage hysteresis over a lifespan 

greater than 900 hours in the symmetric cell configuration. In comparison, a lithium foil symmetric cell has 

an unstable voltage profile with large voltage hysteresis, and short circuits after only 160 hours. The 

superiority of the carbon fibres carbonised at 850°C has been attributed to an increased intercalation capacity, 

which renders the fibres more lithiophilic. The effect of carbonisation temperature on the fibre morphology, 

graphitic content, surface meso- and micro-porosity and heteroatom content has also been studied to determine 

the relationship between fibre structure, intercalation and adsorption capacity, and electrochemical 

performance.  
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With an increased and diverse use of Lithium batteries in many areas including grid energy storage, there is 

the need for alternative energy storage to reduce dependence on Lithium. Sodium ion batteries are considered 

due to the chemical similarities between sodium and lithium. Currently hard carbon anodes are commonly 

used in SIB energy storage, however their sodium storage capacity in the pores, interlayer spacing, and defects 

are not being maximized due to irreversible reactions at the defects and surface, narrow interlayer spacing and 

few diffusion channels to allow for Na diffusion to the pores. A few research works have explored doping 

hard carbons with heteroatoms to improve some of their properties, however, many of these doping methods 

involve several complex steps and unsustainable precursors. In addition, the role of heteroatoms in improving 

anode performance are not completely understood. In this work, we successfully conduct a two-step synthesis 

of sulphur doped hard carbons for sodium ion batteries, using hydrothermal carbonisation and chemical vapour 

deposition; and using experimental methods including Raman spectroscopy, TEM, XPS, and BET, and 

computational methods elucidate the effect of sulphur heteroatoms on the electrochemical reversibility and 

sodium storage performance of the hard carbon anodes. Based on elemental analysis results, we report about 

3% Sulphur in the hard carbon anode after synthesis while XPS and EDX results confirm the presence of 

sulphur in our hard carbon, with XPS confirming the presence of C-S-C bonds. Electrochemical 

characterisation results show more than 15% increase in initial specific capacity and first cycle coulombic 

efficiency of the hard carbon with sulphur doping. Our Studies show that in addition to the increased interlayer 

distancing and pore sizes observed in sulphur doped carbons, there exists a weaker binding energy between 

sulphur defects and the hard carbons, but a stronger binding energy between the Na and the defects, this 

peculiarity allows for more reversible charge and discharge. This work introduces a facile method for sulfur 

doping of hard carbons which allows for efficient large-scale synthesis/doping and elucidates the benefits of 

sulfur doping of hard carbons for sodium battery anode applications. 
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Finding suitable electrode materials is one of the most important targets for the commercialization of sodium-

ion batteries. SnS has a two-dimensional layered structure with large interlayer spacing, along with weak van 

der Waals forces, which is beneficial for the Na+ intercalation process. However, similar to other conversion 

and alloyed electrode materials, SnS also has some detriments such as its poor electrical conductivity, serious 

polarization, and poor cycling stability caused by the interfacial side reactions and large volume changes 

during the sodiation/desodiation process. One method that has been identified for addressing these challenges 

is to synthesize the graphite-based composites. [1,2] The graphite-based composite shows enhanced sodium 

storage performance due to the presence of the carbon matrix, which can improve the electrical conductivity 

and minimize the strain within the electrodes, enabling the improved cycling stability and better reaction 

kinetics. Motivated by the advantages of graphite-based composites, herein, the conversion-alloying anode 

material SnS and graphite composites (SnS/graphite) are investigated. The sodium storage behavior of the 

SnS/graphite is studied in half cells by using different electrolytes, in which the ether-based electrolyte shows 

the best electrochemical performance. It should be noted that the SnS/graphite composite exhibits an extra 

and long voltage plateau at the voltage of near 0 V in the ether-based electrolyte compared with that in 

carbonate-based electrolyte. Therefore, this work offers the valuable information for the further investigation 

of the sodiation/desodiation mechanism of SnS-based anodes. 
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Oxygen-redox-based cathode materials for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) have attracted significant attention in 

recent years owing to the possibility of delivering additional capacity in the high-voltage region. However, 

they still suffer from not only fast capacity fading but also poor rate capability. In this work, a combination of 

Coulomb energy analysis and DFT calculations was used to study the influence of Li and Ni doping on the 

stability and redox mechanism of P2-Na0.67Mn0.78O2 cathodes. We found that Ni substitution improves the 

structural stability by reducing Li migration from transition metal to Na layers. Moreover, our study 

demonstrates that Ni suppresses the O redox, but due to the higher structural stability and Ni-redox activity, 

Na0.75[Li0.15Ni0.15Mn0.7]O2 (LNM) has a better performance in comparison to Na0.67[Li0.22Mn0.78]O2 (LM). 
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Rechargeable sodium-ion batteries with earth-abundant Fe/Mn-based cathode materials are a promising choice 

for application in large-scale electrical energy storage systems, where cost is of paramount importance.1,2 

Manganese-based layered cathode materials with the P2 crystal structure deliver a high initial capacity (190 

mAh/g).2 It is well known that cathode materials with the P2 crystal structure undergo multiple types of phase 

transitions upon charge and discharge, especially under high-voltage cycling conditions (> 4.2 V vs. Na/Na+).3 

The notorious structural phase transition at high voltage leads to the structural degradation of the material and 

consequently to the capacity fading.4 However, the influence of the surface degradation of P2-type cathode 

materials on the capacity deterioration remains less explored. 

In this work, the origin of the capacity fading in P2-Na0.67Mn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 cathode cycled at high operating 

voltages (4.5 V vs. Na/Na+)  is investigated with a combination of surface and bulk-sensitive advanced 

characterization techniques to identify the processes leading to the cathode material degradation (Figure 1). 

The redox reactions at the surface of the cathode material are examined using soft X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy (XAS) in total electron yield (TEY) detection mode with a depth sensitivity of 10 nm. The 

evolution of the electronic structure in the bulk of the cathode material is monitored in real-time by operando 

hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy in transmission mode. The spectroscopic results are correlated with the 

studies of crystal structure changes upon long-term cycling performed using ex-situ X-ray diffraction 

measurements.  

 

XAS spectra of Mn L-edge acquired in a surface-sensitive TEY mode are shown in Figures 1b and 1c. The 

oxidation state of the manganese at the surface of the fully oxidized Na0.67Mn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 cathode is 

determined to be +4. The cathode in the fully discharged state shows an oxidation state of +2/+3. After long-

term cycling (15 cycles), reduced manganese species (Mn2+/Mn3+) were detected at the surface of the fully 

charged cathode (Figure 1c). These results imply the surface degradation and formation of an 

electrochemically inactive reduced layer. Moreover, the Na0.67Mn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 cathode undergoes 

significant structural changes upon cycling that hinder electrochemical performance. This structural 

degradation is accompanied by slight changes in the oxidation state of Mn and Fe between the first and the 

second electrochemical cycle in the bulk of the cathode material. Hence, we conclude that the capacity fading 

of Na0.67Mn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 cathode material is a complex phenomenon caused by surface degradation 

coupled with structural degradation. 
 

 
Figure 1. a) Cycling performance of Na|Na+|NaxMn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 cell in a potential window of 2.1-4.5 V. b), c) XAS 

spectra in TEY mode of P2-Na0.67Mn0.6Fe0.25Al0.15O2 electrodes at different states of charge, acquired at the Mn L-

edge. 
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Potassium Prussian blue analogue (K-PBA) KxFeFe(CN)6 is a sustainable and high- performance cathode 

material for K-ion batteries (KIBs), because K-PBA is non- toxic, based on earth-abundant elements, and 

has the structural remits to allow fast migration of large-sized ions. Interestingly, K-PBA has also been 

demonstrated to be an appealing cathode for Na-ion batteries (NIBs). Although in such a hybrid NIB cell, 

where Na+ is in the electrolyte and K+ is in the cathode, cation intercalation in K-PBA has been proven 

feasible, it can be significantly affected by the [Fe(CN)6]
4- anion vacancy in K-PBA. In this regard, two K-

PBAs are synthesized via a precipitation method, and their anion vacancy levels are adjusted by changing 

the precipitation temperature. Electrochemical tests indicate that K-PBA with 25% anion vacancies exhibits 

two cation intercalation steps, and both steps are dominated by K+, displaying a ~0.2 V increase in the 

intercalation voltages compared with the one reported from Na-PBA in a NIB cell. In contrast, K-PBA with 

7% anion vacancies exhibits a split intercalation at the lower voltage range (<3.2 V vs. Na+/Na), showing a 

K+ dominated intercalation above 2.8 V and a Na+ dominated intercalation below 

2.8 V. Electrode characterizations and theoretical calculations suggest that the different cation intercalation 

processes are caused by the K+ kinetics regulated by [Fe(CN)6]
4- anion vacancies. A higher vacancy level 

enhances K+ diffusion in the PBA framework, which facilitates K+ intercalation and suppresses Na+ 

intercalation. A lower vacancy level deteriorates K+ diffusion and thus enhances Na+ intercalation. As a 

result, in the NIB cell, the K-PBA cathode with a higher vacancy level delivers the capacities of 120 and 

63 mAh g-1 at 50 and 500 mA g-1, respectively, as well as retained 87%/77% capacity after 100/300 cycles 

at 25 mAh g-1, which completely outperforms the K-PBA cathode with a lower vacancy level. This work 

demonstrates that hybrid battery systems could have the promise in improving electrochemical performance, 

and vacancy regulation is crucial for cathode materials to deliver the performance improvement. 
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Fe-Mn based layered oxides are promising cathode materials for sodium ion batteries (SIBs) due to their Earth 

abundant compositions and high capacities1. However, Fe migration especially at high voltage range always 

results in fast capacity fading, and this has been a big bottleneck to limit application for these materials. Herein, 

in order to mitigate the negative effect of Fe migration, and further enhance capacity by activing oxygen redox 

at the same time, Mg is applied for doping in Fe-Mn based cathode materials to synthesize a P2/O3 biphasic 

composition Na0.8Fe0.2Mg0.3Mn0.5O2. It is surprised that a small amount of Mg locat at sodium layer when the 

material is synthesized under O2 atmosphere, and it exhibits over 200 mAh g-1 reversible capacity at first cycle, 

as well as better capacity retention compared with the materials synthesized under Air and N2 atmosphere.  

Owing to form Mg-O-Na configuration2,3, there is no doubt that the first high voltage plateau at 4.0 V during 

first charge process corresponds to oxygen redox. However, there is no plateau during the second cycle, the 

oxygen redox also is dected in Na0.8Fe0.2Mg0.3Mn0.5O2, which are directly proved by ex-situ RIXS. In addition, 

a short and flat plateau at 4.2 V only appear in material synthesized under O2 atmosphere at first cycle, where 

the deintercalation of Mg located as sodium layer may have occurred. Although high voltage plateaus 

disappear due to Fe migration after the first cycle, high and reversible capacity is already achieved. And the 

results from in-situ XRD imply that biphasic structure is still retained, and Mg plays a key role in stabilizing 

structure and triggering oxygen redox. The findings provide a new insight on understanding oxygen redox and 

design the high stable layered cathode for SIBs.  
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Expanding energy generation from renewables is inevitable to reduce the impact of man-made climate change. 

With that, the need for intermediate energy storage is gaining significance. Today, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) 

are dominating mobile electric drive-trains and also start to play a key role in stationary energy storage. LIBs 

contain critical raw materials in view of availability and economic importance, such as cobalt, lithium, copper 

and graphite.  

Sodium-based batteries, on the other hand, in which sodium replaces lithium as ionic charge-carrier, utilize 

the same working principles but substitute critical raw materials for abundant and cost-effective alternatives. 

Hard carbon replaces graphite as anode active material, copper current collectors are substituted by aluminum 

current collectors and manganese-based cobalt-free layered host lattices offer promising performance as 

cathode active material. By applying established production processes, a rapid scale-up is ensured (Drop-In 

technology) 1, making SIBs a sustainable, efficient and cost-effective complementary technology to LIBs 2.  

Among various known cathode active materials for SIBs, the family of layered sodium transition metal oxides 

(NaxMO2, 1>x>0) offers promising electrochemical performance 3–6. These compounds show a wide structural 

variety (O3, P3, P2) due to the ionic radius of sodium and the tendency for Na+/vacancy ordering 7.  

The scope of our work will be low-cost manganese-based, cobalt-free layered NaxMnyNi1-yO2 cathode active 

materials for SIBs8. For y = 3/4, a synthesis phase diagram will be presented covering a broad range of sodium 

content x and calcination temperature. For phase-pure P2-NaxMn3/4Ni1/4O2, we will present the influence of 

the calcination process on the structure and discuss the electrochemical properties in half-cells in-depth. For 

optimized materials, attractive initial specific discharge capacities beyond 220 mAh g-1 are obtained in sodium 

half-cells in the voltage range between 1.5 – 4.3 V.  

The influence of storage of these materials in controlled ambient conditions is characterized using XRD, 

Raman and IR. During storage, water is absorbed and sodium carbonate is formed on the surface. 

Electrochemically, these surface films result in reduced initial capacities. 

The chosen synthesis route adapts industrially established processes for NCM production for SIB cathode 

materials, enables to tune powder properties to technical specifications and is highly scalable.  
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The development of cathodes for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) has increased rap- idly in recent years thanks 

to the knowledge acquired from lithium-ion batteries, and because they represent an effective energy storage 

technology with potentially lower material costs than these laters.1
 

The carbonophosphates (Na3MCO3PO4, M = transition metal) cathode materials belong to the sidorenkite 

family of minerals and crystallize with a monoclinic structure and P21/m space group. They are attractive 

as can be prepared using low-cost synthesis methods, are made of abundant materials, thermal- and air- 

stable, with high discharge potentials and theoretical gravimetric capacities (the removal of two Na+ ion 

corresponds to ~191mAh g-1), leading to potentially safer rechargeable batteries with high energy densities 

that could compete with LIBs.2-4 However, despite large theoretical capacities, experimental reports indicate 

that discharge capacities are low and cycle retention is poor. This limitation could be attributed to several 

inherent shortcomings such as the intrinsic poor electronic conductivity or the high charge voltage may 

possibly cause the material to partly decompose on the surface and/or may lead to the release of CO2. 

In this context, we are exploring the synthesis and the electrochemical performances of a series of 

Na3FexMn1-xCO3PO4 as cathodes for Na-ion batteries. We have also applied a complementary PITT analysis, 

operando XRD, and operando and ex-situ XANES to investigate the impact of the partial chemical 

substitution of Fe for Mn, at both surface and bulk level and the reaction mechanism. 
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Although Li-ion batteries currently rule the electronic market, the increasing demand of alternative materials 

to Li is gaining more attention. Na-ion batteries seem to be quite attractive due to its abundancy, potentially 

lower costs, the similar working principles of NIB compared to LIB, the usage of inexpensive Al as current 

collector and the similar electrochemical potential window of Na in comparison with Li. However, the 

application of Na-ion batteries are quite limited, especially due to the poor performance of the cathode 

materials. Layered Mn/Ni oxides with a 3/1 ratio seem to be quite promising.1  These layered P2 type oxides 

show severe cycling instability due to an undesired phase transition of the P2- to an O2-phase. According to 

literature, doping with different transition metals (Fe, Cu, Al,…) have been proven effective to suppress this 

phase transition into an intermediate phase, called OP4.2 In this work, Mg has been incorporated as a dopant 

into P2-Na0.67Mn0.75Ni0.25O2 synthesized via a combination of co-precipitation and solid-state synthesis. The 

P2-Na0.67Mn0.75Ni0.25O2 (P2-MNO) and P2-Na0.67Mn0.75Ni0.20Mg0.05O2 (P2-MNMO) have been physically and 

chemically characterized via PXRD, SEM and TEM, as well as electrochemically via galvanostatic cycling 

and GITT. Synchrotron operando XRD measurements have been carried out to monitor the structural changes 

happening upon electrochemically sodiation/de-sodiation. Finally, with periodic density functional theory 

(DFT) calculations, stability of the P2, O2 and OP4 phase for P2-MNO and P2-MNMO have been investigated 

to enlighten the origin of the “Z”-phase formation in the Mg-doped system. With the combination of co-

precipitation and solid-state synthesis dense spherical particles have been obtained, in which Mg is distributed 

homogeneously. The successful Mg-doping has been further confirmed by electrochemical measurements, 

which showed a “stabilization” of the high voltage plateau. By using synchrotron operando XRD 

measurements light was shed on the nature of the phase transition occurring at high voltages. The analysis 

showed, unlike the expectations, multiple possible intermediate phases (“Z-phase”) as it was already showed 

for a Fe doping, rather than a pure OP4 like structure.3    
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Sodium-ion batteries are a promising next-generation chemistry due to its similarity with lithium-ion batteries 

in terms of operating principles, manufacturing processes, and performance. This has motivated several works 

on estimating the costs of sodium-ion battery packs from the materials used in individual cells, but the material 

usages assumed in these calculations are often determined by swapping materials in existing lithium-ion 

batteries with equivalent amounts of sodium-based materials. This simplistic approach could create 

suboptimal or poorly designed cells, which do not reflect battery packs that are desirable for mass production. 

 

In this work, we estimated the costs of sodium-ion battery packs containing cells optimized for energy or 

power-based applications. A physics-based model of a hard carbon anode and NVPF cathode sodium-ion 

battery was replicated from literature in COMSOL Multiphysics®. Energy or power cells were then designed 

by finding the electrode thicknesses and porosities that maximized the energy density under low (0.1C, 0.25 

C) or high (4C, 10C) discharge rates, respectively. The cost of battery packs assembled from the energy and 

power cells were then estimated via the BatPac model developed by the Argonne National Laboratory. The 

estimated cost accounts for manufacturing and material usage, the latter being determined by the multiphysics 

model. 

  

The energy cells were found to have moderately thick electrodes and low porosities, which maximize the 

active material content of the battery. In contrast, power cells have thin electrodes and higher porosities to 

minimize the ohmic drop, which becomes notable at high discharge currents. Similar trends were encountered 

in the optimization of lithium-ion cells. The cost modeling reveals that battery packs with power cells were 

more expensive than those with energy cells, with the cathode and separator constituting most of the costs. 

Since sodium-ion batteries are being targeted for power applications, such as transport, it is imperative that 

cost reduction strategies are employed for cathode and separator materials. 

 

Keywords: sodium-ion battery, multiphysics modeling, numerical modeling, cost modeling, techno-

economic analysis 
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NaBOB in triethyl phosphate is a low-cost, non-fluorinated and non-flammable electrolyte that support long-

term cycling in sodium ion battery cells based on hard carbon anodes and Prussian white cathodes. With high 

mass-loading of active material and low electrolyte volumes however, cells with this additive-free electrolyte 

show rapid capacity degradation, whereas small amounts of electrolyte additives such as Prop-1-ene-1,3-

sultone (PES) and/or 1,3,2-dioxathiolane 2,2-dioxide (DTD) have been shown to help cycling, with a 

discharge capacity retention of 80 % (89 mAh/g) after 450 cycles when cells are cycled at 0.2C. 
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Rechargeable sodium-ion batteries have started to pave their existence, however, the main current challenge 

is to improve the battery life.1 In this respect, the chemistry of the electrolyte solution plays a very vital role 

as it influences the interfacial reactions, ion-conductivity, cell resistance, etc. 

In this study, propylene carbonate (PC) was co-solvated in methyl acetate (MA) in different ratios, which was 

also compared with the conventional carbonate-based solvents of EC: DEC (ethylene carbonate: diethyl 

carbonate) in sodium-ion half-cell and full-cells. The present work investigates the fast charging concept in 

sodium-ion full-cells made of Prussian white and hard carbon electrodes.2 
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Many processes in alkali ion batteries lead to the formation of gases. These can be SEI formation, electrolyte 

decomposition, oxygen release from certain cathodes to name some. These gas formations are relevant for 

lifetime and safety of the battery cells. Having information about these side reactions is important to 

understand the cell chemistry. This can be the behavior of single parts or the more complex interplay in a full 

cell. 

Differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) is a powerful method to understand these processes. 

By measuring the electrochemical behavior and the gases evolving from the cell at the same time, information 

is gained under which conditions side reactions occur [1]. While it is a powerful method, not many DEMS 

studies where made on sodium ion batteries [2] and a better understanding of these side reactions is needed. 

We developed a new DEMS system in our group to study sodium ion batteries. Our poster shows an overview 

of the setup, together with some exemplary data, which is briefly discussed.   
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Currently, the demand on the lithium reserves is increasing rapidly due to the continuous growth in energy 

storage devices. Since these lithium reserves are limited and only accessible at certain geographical areas, 

the costs of lithium are increasing significantly. Therefore, alternative battery materials need to be 

investigated. One of the next generation battery solutions is sodium-ion batteries (SIBs). However, current 

commercial electrolytes in SIBs are based on highly flammable carbonate- based solvents, such as ethylene 

carbonate, propylene carbonate, diethyl carbonate and dimethyl carbonate. To enhance the safety of SIBs, 

it is of utmost importance to develop non-flammable electrolytes. In this work, NaPF6 salt is used in 

combination with a solvent mixture of ethers (diglyme, tetraglyme) and phosphates (triethylphosphate, 

trimethylphosphate) to obtain non-flammable electrolytes. The electrolytes are evaluated in terms of 

physicochemical properties and electrochemical performance in half-cells and full-cells (Prussian White || 

Na metal, Prussian White || Hard Carbon). This work opens avenues to optimizing non-flammable 

electrolytes for high-performing and safe SIBs. 
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Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are one of the more promising candidates to replace or be used as a complement 

to lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) due to their similar electrochemical properties, the abundance of necessary SIB 

resources on earth, and possibly lower price. Among the various carbon materials investigated as negative 

electrodes, graphite became the standard anode material in LIBs. Unfortunately, sodium is not able to 

intercalate between the graphene layers because the sodium binary graphite intercalation compounds are 

thermodynamically unstable, and hence hard carbons have instead been the anode of choice in SIBs. In recent 

years, however, Jache et al. reported that sodium can be intercalated into graphite with glyme-based 

electrolytes through the formation of ternary graphite intercalation compound via a co-intercalation 

mechanism1, which, however, leads to a large volume expansion of the graphite electrode. Nevertheless, these 

systems show remarkable cycle life and rate capabilities.  
 

Herein, we report a new electrolyte, composed of small amounts of glymes mixed with another ether as the 

main solvent, showing stable co-intercalation into graphite. The electrochemical performance was investigated 

and optimized by altering the electrolyte composition with regards to the salt concentration, the ratio of glyme 

to the main co-solvent, and the ratio of glyme to graphite. Using operando dilatometry – which continuously 

measures the thickness of the graphite electrode during cycling – it is found that replacing the majority of 

glyme in the electrolyte with another ether solvent reduces the electrode expansion during 

sodiation/desodiation. In comparison with a pure glyme based electrolyte, the ether solvent with glyme 

mixture shows a ~96% volume expansion, Figure 1, for the initial sodiation (~140-175% using an only glyme 

based electrolyte) and ~27% of volume expansion/shrinkage “breathing” upon cycling (~45-55% using an 

only glyme based electrolyte)2.  
 

Last but not least, graphite electrodes were cycled in sodium-ion half cells with this new electrolyte showing 

overall lower voltages compared to a pure glyme based electrolyte – hence increasing the energy density of 

the system – and a new plateau region at 0.16 V, indication a new electrochemical reaction which previously 

has not been observed which shows that it is possible to form stable graphite intercalation compounds using 

sodium at low potentials.  

 

 

Figure 1. Operando dilatometry of the graphite electrode cycled with the novel electrolyte a),  and the voltage profile 

of the graphite electrode in sodium-ion half cells b). 
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Sodium-based electrolyte solutions need to further lower the cost and environmental impact of sodium-ion 

batteries. We have therefore formulated an electrolyte solution using sodium bis(oxalate)borate (NaBOB) 

dissolved in triethyl phosphate (TEP) to develop a fluorine-free, and flame-retardant solution.[1] A variety of 

electrochemical methods and measurements of physical properties were performed to evaluate the 

performance and properties of the electrolyte solution. It was demonstrated that TEP could accommodate 

0.4 M NaBOB resulting in a conductivity of 5 mS cm -1 at room temperature. Sodium-ion battery full-cells 

comprised of Prussian White cathodes and hard carbon anodes were employed to evaluate electrochemical 

performance. It was found that the electrolyte solution efficiently passivated the anode during the initial 

cycling, as indicated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and initial Columbic efficiencies. Moreover, the 

long-term performance was evaluated using pause test experiments and resistance measurements in addition 

to extensive cycling. This enabled a motivated interpretation for the reasons behind the capacity fading. 

Interestingly, it appeared as the electrolyte solution was not the cause for the cells declining capacity. Instead, 

the electrolyte solution was likely outperforming the other components within the cell. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The capacity retention of a Prussian white – hard carbon full-cell using 0.4 M NaBOB in TEP electrolyte. 

The resistance on the two cathode reactions is shown in inset (i), which was believed to cause the apparent capacity 

loss in inset (ii). A predicted retention based on the pause tests (iii) is indicated by the dashed lines in the main figure. 
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Over the recent decades, the energy storage demand has dramatically increased as applications continue to 

take off; therefore the need for sustainable rechargeable batteries is becoming a main topic. Knowing that 

Li-ion batteries are the most powerful of the high-capacity rechargeable batteries on the market today, the Li 

geographical distribution and provider limitation promote the researcher scanning new materials and looking 

for abundant and low-cost electrode materials [1]. Accordingly, exploration of new systems and chemistries 

is becoming essential. 

One of the ways to bring promising candidate to the market faster and at a lower cost is to speed up materials 

development. Many synthesis and characterization parameters must be explored when developing new 

electroactive materials. For this reason, the development process is typically based on experimental tests that 

are repeated on a trial-and-error basis until the desired targets are achieved. This approach makes the existing 

process too slow and costly, hindering the ambitious goals set for battery technology for the next decade [2]. 

Tackling this challenge requires new disruptive approaches, which enable the development of better tools to 

accelerate the discovery and understanding of new electroactive materials. Several strategies have been 

proposed by different groups to theoretically identify potential new candidates more efficiently [3-5], but the 

experimental validation stage often reveals to be the limiting step of the new material discovery process. High-

throughput experimental synthesis and characterization approaches that are reproducible and scalable are 

thus required. 

In this contribution, we will present our strategy in developing high-throughput synthesis and characterization 

modules combined with DFT theoretical calculations to accelerate by a factor 6 to 10 the exploration rate of 

new chemical systems for battery electrode applications. 
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‘Single-entity’ electrochemistry is evaluated using an innovative in-situ method called ‘nano-impacts’ 

developed to electrochemically study ‘single’ nanoparticles by virtue of their stochastic collision with micro-

electrodes due to Brownian motion in the solution1. The electron transfer kinetics of the Br2/Br- and VO₂⁺/VO²⁺ 

redox couples used in redox flow batteries were studied at ensemble and single carbon nanotubes (CNTs) via 

cyclic voltammetry and nano-impacts. It was inferred that the CNTs were only mildly catalytic for Br2/Br- 

redox couple2 and asymmetrically catalytic for the VO₂⁺/VO²⁺ redox couple3. Hence, the electrochemically 

nearly reversible response inferred from conventional voltammetry on porous ensembles were understood in 

terms of the changed mass transport regime under which the reaction occurs at composite electrodes. 
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A medium-temperature sodium-iodine battery system is presented. The rechargeable molten-sodium system 

works at approx. 100 °C with high efficiency, and potentially lower cost than existing high-temperature 

sodium-batteries (which are usually operating at a temperature of around 300 °C). Our battery system uses an 

aqueous iodine/iodide solution as catholyte and sodium-ion conductive Zr-based NaSICON (sodium super 

ionic conductor) ceramic material as solid electrolyte. The free halogen, which is formed upon charge, is 

complexed as highly soluble triiodide. Long-term stability of sodium-ion conductive material in contact with 

aqueous electrolytes, generally, is a concern. NaSICON-based ceramic material has shown not only an 

enhanced stability [1] against these electrolytes but also an increased sodium-ion conductivity [2], compared 

to sodium β″-alumina used in sodium-sulfur batteries. 
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Nasicon (Na3.4Zr2Si2.4P0.6O12) as a sodium solid electrolyte has high ionic conductivity and stability against 

sodium metal. However, due to its lack of mechanical elasticity, it is not suitable as catholyte material in 

cathode composites of sodium solid-state batteries. More suitable sulfur electrolytes, which predominate with 

their high elastic modulus and simultaneously high ionic conductivity, however, show major electrochemical 

instability in contact with sodium metal. A combination of the two electrolytes, Nasicon as interlayer between 

sulfur catholyte and sodium anode, was tested. Examination of the interface between NASICON and sulfur 

electrolyte after stripping by electron microscopy revealed crystalline structured islands. Further 

investigations with FIB-REM, EDX, SIMS and Raman led to the conclusion that Na3PO4 phases formed after 

applying current to the cell. The cell was constructed as a symmetrical cell with Na15Sn4 as electrode material 

and Nasicon as interlayer between the electrodes and Na3SbS4 as separator. A current of 19 µA was applied 

for 10 h.  
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Na-conducting rare-earth-containing halides have stimulated growing interest and the mechanochemical 

synthesis (e.g. ball milling) method has been widely employed to prepare these sodium halide solid 

electrolytes recently. The sequent annealing step can effectively tune the structure and transport property of 

the ball-milled material. Here, we synthesized a series of Na2ZrCl6 with ball milling and annealing at 

different temperatures. The structural evolution of Na2ZrCl6 was investigated using X-ray diffraction and 

Rietveld refinement. Na2ZrCl6 crystallizes 

in an unusual monoclinic structure (P21/n space group) at a specific annealing temperature (400 °C) while it 

forms a trigonal structure (P3̅ m1 space group) adopting other annealing temperatures. The monoclinic 

Na2ZrCl6 exhibits a higher conductivity and lower activation energy compared to its trigonal isomer, which 

is attributed to the Na
+ carrier density difference. Moreover, the trigonal 

Na2ZrCl6 crystals annealed at different temperatures show various ionic conductivities, which can be 

expected that the distortion of NaCl6

5- 
polyhedron and size effect are at play. 
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Na3P1-xSbxS4-ySey solid electrolytes. 

Paul Till, Wolfgang G. Zeier 

 

 

Isoelectronic substitutions within solid ion conductors are a common approach to find fast electrolytes for all 

slid state batteries. Also studies of such substitution series provide a deeper understanding of fundamental 

influences of crystal structure and lattice dynamics on the ionic transport properties. The simultaneous 

changes in the crystal structure and the lattice dynamics of these substitution series however, make it 

extremely challenging to discern different influences on the transport properties. To overcome these 

limitations, present in single substitution series, we present a two-dimensional solid solution approach in 

the Na3P1−xSbxS4−ySey system. By characterizing crystal structure and lattice dynamic changes and 

comparing these to the altered activation barriers, it becomes possible to evaluate the main driving forces 

for activation barrier changes. 
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Dong (KIT, HIU), Lee Dong Kyu (KIT, HIU), Hermann Nirschl (KIT, MVM), Felix Gerbig (KIT, MVM) 

 

All-solid-state sodium-ion batteries(ASS-SIB) are considered as a promising alternative to conventional 

lithium-based batterie technologies. The ability to develop sustainable, safe, resource- and cost-efficient 

batteries for small to intermediate scale stationary energy storage systems in combination with renewable 

energy sources renders them a good candidate for a rapid growing market. The goal of the BMBF-funded joint 

project HyPerium is the development of an ASS-SIB comprising of a composite polymer-ceramic solid-

electrolyte (CSE) in combination with suitable cathode and anode materials. Two cell-concepts are pursued 

to achieve this goal: one high-energy cell concept with a Na-metal anode in combination with a high-capacity 

cathode and one long-life cell concept with a Na-insertion-anode instead. The usage of NaSICON within the 

CSE facilitates high ionic conductivities below 60 °C while also increasing the safety of the cell. The partners 

are researching the synthesis and processing of the materials coupled with a simultaneous computer-based 

modelling and characterization with the aim of building scalable demonstrator cells for further development 

and commercial application. 
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Solid-state batteries (SSBs) are a promising future technology for mobile energy storage. Instead of liquid 

electrolytes and conventional separators, the electrodes in SSBs are separated from each other by a solid ion 

conductor. A good candidate for this is a sodium-ion-conducting oxide ceramic. They achieve high ionic 

conductivities on the order of 10-3 S/cm while suppressing dendrite formation due to their high hardness. This 

allows the use of metallic sodium as anode material and leads to an increase in the highest achievable energy 

and power densities compared to conventional intercalation anodes. In addition, the absence of flammable 

liquids leads to increased safety, compared to batteries with organic liquid electrolytes. However, new 

challenges arise that have so far prevented large-scale application. One challenge is the complicated and costly 

production of sufficiently thin ceramic foils, which must be sintered at high temperatures. Another issue is the 

typically large interfacial resistance between two solids for ionic currents. It is challenging to realize good 

interfaces between the solid electrodes and the solid electrolyte that are stable over many charge and discharge 

cycles.  

We present the fabrication of 370 mm thick sodium rare earth silicate (NaRSiO, R = Y, Sm, Gd or Yb) films 

by tape casting and sintering processes at temperatures between 1050 °C and 1250 °C. The characterization 

of their electrochemical behavior is carried out in symmetric test cells with gold and sodium electrodes by 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at frequencies up to 1 MHz. The analysis of the impedance 

spectra shows that total ionic conductivities above 1×10-3 S/cm with grain conductivities above 1×10-2 S/cm 

at 30 °C have been achieved with these thin sintered films. Temperature dependent EIS spectra between  

-10 °C and 80 °C yield activation energies for ion transport below 32 kJ/mol.  

Furthermore, we demonstrate progress in low resistance contacting of these films with metallic sodium by 

surface treatment, pressure, and temperature variation. EIS measurements yield interfacial resistances below 

100 Wcm2 for Na-transfer and we evaluate the long-term interfacial stability by DC sodium-stripping-plating 

experiments in symmetric test cells.  

As an alternative concept to pure solid-state batteries, we present conceptual solid-liquid hybrid cells that 

avoid problematic solid-solid interfaces by using a liquid electrolyte for better contacts between the electrodes 

and the ion-conducting ceramic, which acts as a hard separator to prevent denrite growth. 
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Among the "beyond" lithium electrochemical storage systems, sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are a promising 

and appealing technology, especially for large-scale stationary applications and light electromobility [1]. 

Implementing SIBs as an alternative or complement to the lithium-ion technology (LIBs) offers the chance 

to reduce cost, improve sustainability and decrease the environmental impact of battery production [2]. 

Most state-of-the-art SIBs employ carbonate- or ether-based electrolytes due to their high ionic conductivity, 

optimal viscosity, and satisfactory electrochemical performance [1]. As for LIBs, the use of conventional 

liquid electrolytes, however, involves serious safety hazards owing to their high volatility, flammability, 

and the risk of leakage. Side reactions between electrode and electrolyte, leaching of active material ions and 

dendrite formation are additional issues detrimental to battery performance [3]. Transitioning to solid state 

systems by using polymer electrolytes for example has the potential to overcome these shortcomings. In 

addition, they can facilitate the use of sodium metal anodes enabling a higher energy density and advanced 

cell designs like bipolar stacks. Amongst others, polymer electrolytes incorporating salts and ionic liquids 

as plasticizers have attracted interest in the past, as they combine high safety, good mechanical properties, 

and sufficient ionic conductivity at room temperature [4]. 

In this work, we investigate solvent-free ternary polymers based on polyethylene oxide (PEO), sodium salts 

and N-butyl-N-methyl pyrrolidinium ionic liquids to replace the liquid electrolyte in sodium-based batteries. 

Synthesized polymer membranes have been thoroughly characterized to verify a good thermal and 

electrochemical stability, as well as a low glass transition and crystallinity, thus high segmental mobility of 

the polymer matrix. The latter results in good ionic conductivities around 1∙10-3 S cm-1 already at 20 °C. The 

membranes were successfully employed in sodium-metal battery cells operating at room temperature whose 

performance strongly depends on the choice of anion in the plasticizing salt and ionic liquid. Additionally, 

this approach allows to overcome drivers of capacity fading for the layered P2- Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 used as 

cathode material like instability of the cathode-electrolyte interphase and manganese dissolution resulting in 

a stable, high coulombic efficiency and high capacity retention. 
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Today, state-of-the art Li-ion cells reach nearly 700 Wh/L and the ambition for next generation batteries 

targets 1000 Wh/L, which can be realised by Li metal anodes in conjunction with solid-state electrolytes1. At 

the heart of this advanced technology is the process of continuous plating and stripping of lithium during the 

cycling of the battery. Owing to the highly reactive nature of Li, this is a complicated process with several 

challenges2 during both plating (for e.g., dendrite formation and growth, dead lithium, continuous interface 

change, short circuit etc.) and stripping (void formation, pitting, broken interface layers etc.). The electrode 

architecture and the choice of electrolytes are key factors to overcome these challenges. 

At imec, as part of the FUGELs project3, we are investigating the nucleation and growth of Li during the initial 

stages of plating and how the coordination environment of Li in the electrolyte/solvent affects the morphology 

and the chemical nature of the deposited Li metal films. We show the importance of the electrical double layer 

(EDL) that is formed at the vicinity of the reactive lithium, which dictates the formation of the so-called solid 

electrolyte interphase (SEI). The nature and properties of the EDL and the SEI are controlled by the 

coordination environment which depends on the composition of the electrolyte (concentration of the salt, 

cosolvent) as well as by the surface energy of the substrate which can be altered by chemical/electrochemical 

preconditioning. As a direct consequence of this, a preconditioned anode with already nucleated Li sites/Li 

thin films covered with a favourable SEI can be achieved, which in turn can be coupled with state-of-the-art 

solid electrolytes for better cell cycling. 
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Figure 2. Lithium plating profiles from different 

solvents at 1mA/cm2 in 3 electrodes set-up 

Figure 2. (a) Three electrodes set up for Li 

cycling. Digital images of 10 um Li plated from 

1M LiTFSI in (b) EMIFSI, (c) PC, and (d) 

Tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
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